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METHODS TO MONITOR LATENCY AND PATH OF EVENT PACKETS FOR PTP
FLOWS OVER IP NETWORKS
ABSTRACT
The present disclosure relates to methods to monitor latency and path of event packets
for ptp flows over ip networks. The present invention proposes a method where the
network nodes (shown as N1, N2, N3 in cloud diagram below) can passively help the
network operator to trace the path of PTP packets and monitor the network delays
impacting clock recovery from such PTP packets.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION
IEEE-1588 (or its associated telecom profiles i.e. G.8275.2, G.8265.1) protocol (PTP)
can be carried over IP / MPLS network between a PTP Grand master (GM) and PTP
client. PTP Client uses the timestamps received through PTP protocol to recover accurate
frequency and phase for alignment to PTP GM. When PTP is carried over IP / MPLS
network through devices which are not contributing to good clock recovery from PTP
packets (by being a boundary clock or transparent clock), then it becomes a challenge
for network operator to diagnose network delay variations which can severely impact the
clock recovery at client. Also, typically tracing the path taken by PTP packets through
such networks needs help of other protocols.
The present invention proposes a method where the network nodes (shown as N1, N2,
N3 in cloud diagram below) can passively help the network operator to trace the path of
PTP packets and monitor the network delays impacting clock recovery from such PTP
packets. This requires these network nodes (N1, N2, N3 in example below) to perform
following in case of a PTP flow that needs monitoring:
- Identify PTP over IP packets of interest to operator
- Recover source and destination IP addresses from such packets
- Record ingress timestamp of these packets
- Ability to send records to a network controller containing (Ingress timestamp,
Packet type [sync / delay request], GM IP, Client IP, Self IP)
These nodes can have following relationship in terms of time syncronization with each
other:
- Time sync:
• Nodes are syncronized in time to each other using either PTP or GNSS within
operator domain
• This use case is common in cases where network nodes are phase
syncronized to offer timing services to some users while providing just routing
/ switching / transport service to others thereby being un-aware for such PTP
flows
o Example: Operator network is syncronized with SyncE and G.8275.1 (PTP
over ethernet) to provide full timing aware services. But same network can
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-

-

be used to transport G.8275.2 or G.8265.1 (PTP over IP) between PTP GM
and PTP client in customer network.
Freq Sync:
• Nodes are syntonized to same frequency clock which means their time is
ticking at same rate but may not necessarily have same value of time.
No Sync
• Nodes have no clock syncronization and running their own independent freerun timestamper on system clock
• In this case, timestamps between two nodes can not be directly co-related for
analysis but additional processing is required to useful insights.

Operators will need to configure controller appplication to indicate if network nodes are in
time sync, freq sync or no sync. Accordingly controller will use correct mechanism to corelate the timestamps. Additionally, this invention requires a PTP controller application
which needs to possess following capabilities:
- Receive PTP records from PTP GM, network nodes and PTP clients in network
- Use source and destination IP from these records to maintain flows / sessions of
PTP GM – PTP Client pairs in network
- Use self IP recived in such records to identify all network nodes participating in the
PTP flow
- Use timestamps received from all nodes participating in a PTP flow to analyse
delay in each direction in each network segment
- Uniquely identify node in the network based on IP address
- Use the data received from network to analyze delays and help operator to localize
faults in PTP path
Also, this requires that PTP GM and PTP client have ability to send their timestamps for
each flow to PTP controller.
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Figure 1

Figure 1 explains the invention where all the above capabilies are used to solve following
problems:
- Allow operator visibility into path followed in forward and reverse direction for PTP
flow
- Allow operator visibility into network delays per PTP packet in both direction for
each network segment
Controller maintains a flow ID for each source, destination pair that it is interested to
monitor. As it processes the records received from each PTP & network node, it performs
following procedure for each flow / session that it is monitoring:
- If packet type == Sync
o If Self IP == GM IP
▪ Record the sequence ID as new record under the flow
▪ Record timestamp as T1 timestamp for this record
o Else if Self IP = Client IP
▪ Find the record with same sequence ID
▪ Record timestamp as T2 timestamp for this record
o Else // Network node
▪ Find the record with same sequence ID
▪ Record the timestamp as intermediate T2 i.e. T2(Nx) for this record
▪ Record the self IP as intermediate node in forward path for this flow
▪ If nodes are in time-sync:
• Sort the list of intermediate nodes in forward path based on
ascending order of T2 (Nx) as shown in diagram if nodes are
in timesync
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▪

Else
•

-

Use external information from either operator or routing
protocol to arrange data from nodes according to their place
in topology
If packet type == Delay request
o If Self IP == GM IP
▪ Record the sequence ID as new record under the flow
▪ Record timestamp as T4 timestamp for this record
o Else if Self IP = Client IP
▪ Find the record with same sequence ID
▪ Record timestamp as T3 timestamp for this record
o Else // Network node
▪ Find the record with same sequence ID
▪ Record the timestamp as intermediate T4 i.e. T4(Nx) for this record
▪ Record the self IP as intermediate node in reverse path for this flow
▪ If nodes are in time-sync:
• Sort the list of intermediate nodes in forward path based on
ascending order of T4 (Nx) as shown in diagram if nodes are
in timesync
▪ Else
• Use external information from either operator or routing
protocol to arrange data from nodes according to their place
in topology

In case operator needs to troubleshoot or monitor a particular PTP GM – PTP client flow,
then it can use the controller to trace the path followed in each direction and do analytics
based on timestamps recorded for each node on the path.
For situations, where network nodes are not in time sync, PTP controller can still use
following method to determine which network segment is causing higher delay variation.
-

Calculate the difference between consecutive values of T2(Nx) for each node Nx.
Plot the obtained values against time
Compare the plots for each node to determine which node / network segment
observed a changes to inter-packet delay due to PDV.
This can allow operator to identify the one of network segments experienced /
caused the PDV or it originated from GM itself.

With the present invention:
- Network nodes send ingress timestamps along with IP address information to
controller
- Using information from network nodes to recover timestamp at each hop in PTP
flow path from PTP GM to PTP client in a IP / MPLS network to allow monitoring
capabilities to operator.
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Known solutions do not let operator correlate PTP path and network delays in each
segment. Also, such methods don’t react well to change in PTP path in network.
It will be appreciated that some embodiments described herein may include one or more
generic or specialized processors (“one or more processors”) such as microprocessors,
digital signal processors, customized processors, and Field-Programmable Gate Arrays
(FPGAs) and unique stored program instructions (including both software and firmware)
that control the one or more processors to implement, in conjunction with certain nonprocessor circuits, some, most, or all of the functions of the methods and/or systems
described herein. Alternatively, some or all functions may be implemented by a state
machine that has no stored program instructions, or in one or more Application-Specific
Integrated Circuits (ASICs), in which each function or some combinations of certain of the
functions are implemented as custom logic. Of course, a combination of the
aforementioned approaches may be used. Moreover, some embodiments may be
implemented as a non-transitory computer-readable storage medium having computerreadable code stored thereon for programming a computer, server, appliance, device,
etc. each of which may include a processor to perform methods as described and claimed
herein. Examples of such computer-readable storage mediums include, but are not
limited to, a hard disk, an optical storage device, a magnetic storage device, a ROM (Read
Only Memory), a PROM (Programmable Read-Only Memory), an EPROM (Erasable
Programmable Read-Only Memory), an EEPROM (Electrically Erasable Programmable
Read-Only Memory), Flash memory, and the like. When stored in the non-transitory
computer-readable medium, the software can include instructions executable by a
processor that, in response to such execution, cause a processor or any other circuitry to
perform a set of operations, steps, methods, processes, algorithms, etc.
Although the present disclosure has been illustrated and described herein with reference
to preferred embodiments and specific examples thereof, it will be readily apparent to
those of ordinary skill in the art that other embodiments and examples may perform similar
functions and/or achieve like results. All such equivalent embodiments and examples are
within the spirit and scope of the present disclosure.
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